They came home at last.
Dan had lots of fun.
“That fun park is the best!” he said.
Jen will start school soon.  
She needs new stuff.  
She was happy.  
So was her mom.

Jen’s mom planned on getting a shirt for Jen.  
They went shopping at the mall.
Jen tried on a brown shirt.
It was too little.
Jen tried on a red shirt.
It was too big.

Jen tried on a simple blue shirt.
It had a big rip.
She did not see a shirt she liked.
Her mom asked the clerk if he had a cute shirt for Jen. He got a bundle of shirts to sample.

A green shirt in the bundle fit Jen nicely. It was not too little or too big.
Jen’s smile was so big that her dimple showed. She gave her mom a big hug.